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Background

• ”Societies with different economic orders will produce 
qualitatively different urban conditions” (Szelényi 1996)

• Purpose: to demonstrate the direct and fast impact of 
societal changes upon the „urban conditions” of Budapest.

• Steady growth for two centuries – at the expense of the 
countryside?

• Attempts to promote territorial balance



Post 1945

• Growth of manufacturing industries involving further urban 
growth, mainly of Budapest

• Dominance of central power public sector

• Development in areas of public investments 
(industries, administrative buildings, political symbols)

• Narrow scope for private – personal – preferences

» Repercussions!  



1990’s: first half

• Decentralisation (Local Government Law, 1990)

• Uncertain power structures

• Economic restructuring (belated, abrupt)

• Privatisation (enterprises, land, housing)

• Outflow of urban population to the urban peripheries

• Inflow of FDI to the urban peripheries (industries, out of town 
shopping centres

» Acceleration of shrinkage



1990’s: second half
• Legislation (Act on Spatial Planning and Development

• Concepts , strategies in response to the uncontrolled 
processes  (National Spatial Plan, Master Plan of Budapest

• Urban sprawl continues, culmination of shrinkage of Budapest

• Actions to respond:  city centre improvements, rehabilitation 
of inner city housing

» Responses and  persisting trends 
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Up to 2005 and after

• Progress and broadening of the urban interventions aiming to 
turn the trend of shrinkage

• Actions to revive the city centre
• Progress of urban rehabilitation projects
• Shadow of upcoming crisis 
• and the blow of disaster
• Emerging potentials

» Trial of wise adjustment



Models of response 1
• Urban rehabilitation: the District IX model

– Cooperation of the local government and the investors

– Population change – consultative process

– Target group: young, middle income families

– Public and semi public open spaces

– Mixed uses

» Prudent, integrative



Models of response 2

• Urban redevelopment: the Corvin Walkway model

– Investment led

– Large scale demolition and new development + renewal of  selected 
blocks

– Mixed uses:  housing, services and offices

– High standard design and realization 

– Ambitious marketing

» Bold, radical



Models of response 3

• Model of social commitment: Magdolna Quarter

– Purpose: physical and social regeneration

– Involvement of the local residents

– Refurbishment of run down apartment blocks and open spaces

– Education, training, job seeking

– Social dialogue

» Cooperation, perseverance



Conclusions

• Isolated interventions, limited success 
• Gradually unfolding multiplier effects
• From 2006: modest population growth in Budapest (migration 

gain)
• Suburban belt and the capital region is extending to reach and 

embrace middle size cities
• Rising competition between Budapest and its region
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